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Maine Fare Returns
to Camden
see pages 6 & 7

Bitterroot: 2-bedroom chalet
with unfinished second floor,
single bath, 1,560 square feet
from $117,000

Kenton: 2-story Colonial
3 bedrooms, 2 baths
1,800 square feet
from $109,000
Maine Fare 2007 offers an outdoor marketplace, dinners, food writers, cooking demos, cooking classes, and
great Maine chefs, including Lee Skawinski (pictured above), executive chef at Cinque Terre in Portland.

Update on Real Estate —

— by Christine Parrish

It’s a Buyer’s Market
ealtors from several different agencies in the midcoast
R
agree: there is a glut of residential property on the market, prices tend to be static, and houses are taking considerably longer to sell than they did two years ago.
Several realtors estimate that there are twice as many
homes for sale in the area than there were two years ago
and that the average time from listing a property to handing over the keys to the buyer has increased from approximately three months in 2004 to over seven months in 2007
for a house that is priced appropriately for today’s real estate
market.
The local assessment of a slowing market holds true from
a statewide perspective. According to the Maine Real Estate
Information System, 16.8 percent fewer single-family homes
sold in June 2007 than in June 2006.
In the midcoast, Waldo County is lower than the state
average, with sales off 21 percent from last year. Knox and
Lincoln counties have fared better, with Knox County sales
down 5 percent and Lincoln County right behind at 6.5 percent lower than last year.
The softest part of the midcoast market, according to the
four realtors interviewed, are year-round houses listed in the
$300,000 to $900,000 range.
“It’s the most saturated part of the market and there are
not many people looking,” says Nancy Hughes, a Jaret &
Cohn broker based in Camden. Hughes noted that condominiums in the same price range are selling well, but that
those buyers tend to be looking for a third or fourth seasonal property, not a primary home.

The top end of the market—over $1 million—seems unaffected by the general slowdown, says Hughes. The bottom
end, under $300,000, is moving, but buyers can afford to
take their time and look for a good deal.
“If you can sell in less than six months, that’s pretty
good,” says Hughes, referring to the listings under $300,000.
“The biggest challenge right now is educating sellers that
there is a lot more competition,” says Scott Horty, realtor
and owner of Camden Real Estate, which represents property in Waldo and Knox counties.
“There are the same number of buyers, but there is a lot
more stock out there.”
Martin Cates, the manager of the Rockland branch of
Jaret & Cohn Real Estate, agreed.
“A lot of sellers are looking backwards and still evaluating their property as if it were 2003 or 2004,” says Cates.
They need to sell, but buyers don’t want to pay the prices
they are asking. “The key phrase right now is this: buyers
will recognize a good value. They have a lot to choose from.”
“There is this ‘I have to get so much money’ thought
process by sellers because they have a high investment in
their properties, but they may need more money than they
can get from a buyer,” Cates says on his mobile phone from
Sam’s Club while shopping for a coffee maker.
“Do you know how many coffee makers there are on
the market? Too many.
“It’s the same with real estate right now. There is a lot on
the shelf for buyers to look at. A few choices can simplify
(Continued on p. 5)

Woodward: 2-story
2 bedrooms, 1 bath
1,650 square feet
from $79,900
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ERA® Cousens Realty, LLC
596-6433

,

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

Visit us at www.eracousens.com

G!
STIN
I
L
NEW

Plenty of space inside the 7 room home
w/3 BR, 2 baths, a large deck, 1st floor
laundry & oversized 2 car garage and
outside on 3.7 well landscaped, wooded
acres. Family friendly! Warren
$325,000

!
RICE
P
NEW

Surveyed and soil tested, this 2.48 acre
lot has great visibility and would be
ideal for either a commercial venture or
a single family home. Bring your blueprints! Warren $69,900

G!
STIN
I
L
NEW

35 prime acres with 1,700’ of frontage
on Quantibacook Lake and 150 campsites! There is a year round 2 BR residence, store, other buildings, docks,
floats and beach. Searsmont
$1,100,000

!
RICE
P
NEW

Unspoiled New England farmhouse w/a
mailman’s porch, a barn/garage & a private rear yard fronting a small stream
boasts a formal dining room, a fireplaced
living room & a newer roof. Business
possibilities. Rockport $149,900

!
RICE
P
NEW

Looking for a family sized home? This 4
BR, 1.5 bath home w/a great detached
barn w/a loft may fit the bill. With just a
little TLC, this in-town home just needs
your family! Rockland $189,000

Choose your colors! This 3BR, 28 x 40
Cape will be built in 12 weeks. On
almost 2 acres, in a convenient location,
this could be your new home!
Wadoboro $180,000

Many Programs Offer Assistance
Think You Can’t Afford
Your First Home?
— by Chandra Orr

Think you can’t afford your first home?
Think again. Even if you’re just entertaining
the idea, it’s never too early to meet with a
real-estate agent to discuss your options.
“Real estate is a great investment. It’s an
investment you can live in,” said Pat Vredevoogd Combs, president of the National
Association of Realtors. “When you first start
thinking about buying a home, that’s a really good time to sit down with a realtor and
get an idea of what price range you can
afford, what the various mortgage products
have to offer and whether or not you prequalify for a loan,” Combs said.
For many first-time buyers, the biggest
deterrent is the down payment, but there are
plenty of programs that can offer assistance.
“There are all kinds of opportunities and
programs for down-payment assistance,”
Combs said. “It used to be that everybody
had to save 20 percent of the purchase price
for a down payment, and that just isn’t the
case anymore. Almost all mortgage products
out there have programs for 5-percent down
— and some are even lower.”
A real-estate agent is your best resource
for uncovering specialty financing options
including lower interest rates, longer terms
— sometimes up to 50 years — and interestonly loans.
“A realtor knows where to find that information and can send you to a mortgage specialist who can walk you through the programs,” Combs said.
In addition to incentives from private mortgage companies, an agent can address the
numerous federal and state programs that
offer aid to first-time buyers. In an attempt
to retain qualified workers, a number of cities
now offer down-payment assistance for firefighters and teachers, and some employers
offer down-payment loans that are forgiven
after a few years of service to the company.
In some cases, first-time home buyers might
even get a helping hand from sellers.
“Sometimes you can work with the seller
and have them pay the closing costs or part
of the down payment as a condition of the
contract,” Combs explained.
First-time home buyers also need to
address their credit score — and the soon-

er the better. The sooner you start your
research, the longer you have to fix any
blemishes on your credit report, which is the
single most important thing you can do to
ensure you can find and afford the home of
your dreams.
“Your credit rating, that’s the piece that’s
going to make or break whether you can buy
a home or not,” Combs said. “The higher
your credit score, the lower your rates are
going to be and the better the mortgage will
be.”
A mortgage specialist can help address
credit issues and put you on the right track
to boosting your credit score.
In addition to financial advice, a real-estate
agent can discuss the types of homes that
interest you, suggest possible neighborhoods
and even show you a few homes — even if
you’re not yet ready to buy.
“This gives buyers time to drive around
and get a feel for the neighborhoods, get
feedback on the community and determine
the best school district for their kids,” Combs
said. “All of these are big-time issues in
terms of happiness.”
The goal is to get an idea of what’s out
there. Think of it as window shopping. It’s
about researching your options, not finding
the house of your dreams.
“You don’t want to fall in love with a
house that you can’t afford,” Combs said.
“Psychologically, you start thinking that you
can take on more than you can afford. Sometimes you throw caution to the wind.”
On the flip side, it’s important to take your
time — but don’t wait too long. Every month
you wait hoping to find the perfect place is
another month of paying rent instead of
building equity.
“You’re not going to find everything you
want in a home, especially with a first-time
purchase,” Combs said. “It’s not going to be
perfect, but in the long run real estate is a
great investment.”
© Copley News Service
For more information on first-time homebuyer programs and tips on how to choose
a realtor, look at the National Association
of Realtors publication “10 Steps to Home
Ownership” at www.realtor.org.

L U M B E R & H A R D WA R E

E.L. SPEAR, INC.
4.4 acres of serenity and great views
combine with a 2 BR cottage with a
great kitchen open to the dining area to
make an attractive package. There’s a
woodstove and pleasant fields for gardens or a horse. Lincolnville $199,000

This is a lovely 2 BR cottage w/a boat
house on Nabby Cove with 260 feet on
the water with Camden Hills views.
Just a short distance to the public
launch and deep water in Penobscot
Bay in South Thomaston $429,500

SINCE 1900
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331

E.L. SPEAR
YOUR EVERYDAY PROJECT PLACE!

Pleasing water views complement this
comfortable 3 BR home w/ a beachstone
fireplace in the lower level. There is a spacious MB suite, a laundry center & recent
upgrades. Quiet neighborhood not far from
public beaches. Owls Head $296,500

This rustic cottage sits on an extraordinary parcel with 1.3 acres and 1,000 ft.
of frontage. Plan in place for a seasonal septic system. Spectacular views!
Saint George $329,000

Mouser Custom
Cabinetry
This wonderful home has .79 acres, 3
BR, 2.5 baths, a fireplace, a woodstove,
a screened porch & a fully finished
basement! Huge Barn! Amenity loaded
& spotless! Rockland $385,000

`Conveniently located near town, this
neat as a pin double wide is ready for
immediate occupancy. There are 2 BR
and .92 acres! Waldoboro $80,500

Kolbe Windows

Armstrong Cabinets

Come see the experts at E.L. Spear for
ALL of your Home Remodeling Needs!
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00
Sat. 7:30-4:00
Sun. 9:00-4:00

“THE BUILDERS CHOICE FOR 107 YEARS”
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LAURA ARMITAGE
IRENE C. RIZKALLA, GRI
Associate Broker
Broker - REALTOR®
Member MREIS
Realtor®
• Statewide Listing Service

Ranch at the edge of the Harbor:
Exciting views of the harbor and islands
from this 6-year-old ranch in Tenants
Harbor. Wonderfully decorated and in
excellent condition with 3 BRs and 2
baths. Large master bedroom has full
bath and peaceful views of the ocean.
Large deck for comfortable entertaining,
garage and dry basement for storage. It is
a good one. $629,000

A beautiful house in a beautiful
location: Situated on 5+ acres off
Clark Island Rd., this spacious 3-BR, 3bath house offers light, airy rooms,
open floor plan, cathedral ceiling in living room and custom bookshelves with
window seats. St. George $339,000

(207) 372-8049 or
1-877-372-8049

CINDY LANG
Associate Broker
Realtor®

Tenants Harbor charmer: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gable ender on 1.47
acres. Walk to the harbor, post office,
grocery and everything T.Hbr. is famous
for. Come see. $269,500

KAREN RIZKALLA
Associate Broker
Realtor®

Amazing home, awesome views, superb
condition, great location; 3+ bedrooms,
Count Rumford fireplace, private guest
quarters, and some
furniture included.
St. George $649,000

Owls Head Waterfront Estate: Step Back in
Time – Classic Maine 4-BR Farmhouse with spectacular waterfronts. 172 ft. of frontage on Owls
Head Harbor with conservation easement to protect the view. Walk or drive the woodland path to
secluded beach at Deep Cove with your own 67.5
ft. of frontage. Possibility for two elevated waterview building lots. $1.5 million

PEGGY CROCKETT
Sales Agent
Realtor®

FLETCHER CHONTOS
Sales Agent
Realtor®

Rare opportunity to own a piece of historic Monhegan Island. Comfortable 4
bdrm saltbox located atop one of the
Island's highest points. Exceptional
panoramic views of the harbor and
beyond from your private 2nd story
deck. House has excellent rental history.
Motivated Seller Asking $635,000

St. George: Mini-farm, 3 BRs, workshop, barns, gardens and all on 1.3
pretty acres. This property has a 104'
ROW to salt water cove. Perfect for
canoeing or kayaking. Sweet and
affordable at $189,900

Rockland: Wonderful in-town location
ready for your finishing touches. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath. Period details include
original wide pine floors, built-in corner
cupboards, plaster curved wall. 2 porches,
1 overlooking spacious backyard. Recent
renovations include all new windows,
roof & chimney. $130,000

KRISTINA MITCHELL
Sales Agent
Realtor®

New dream home by local master-builder must be
seen to be appreciated: 4,000 square feet of heated area
includes the finest and most luxurious living imaginable,
all on a beautiful wooded Rockport lot convenient to
everything. Professional landscaping is icing on the cake.
The cost of building this house today would be $900,000.
$720,000

Tenants Harbor: Private location.
Cathedral ceilings. Skylights. First floor
Master. Fieldstone fireplace. Hot tub.
Low maintenance…Imagine the possibilities! $425,000.

Owls Head: Delightful two bedroom yearround cottage situated just 500 yards from
sandy Crocketts Beach. Spacious deck, traditional summer “rocking porch” and open floor
plan. $185,000

COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Thomaston: Main Street building with two
commercial suites, two floor, 2-3 bedroom
townhouse apartment. Recent renovations; 4
bathrooms; prime location next to Post Office
for your business or great income opportunity.
$279,000

Tenants Harbor: Darling summer log cabin.
Fabulous rental location. 2 bedrooms, hardwood
floors and garage. Excellent condition. $299,800

Rockland: Panoramic Ocean Views from this 3-BR/3bath Timber-Peg Post and Beam home on 7.94 acres.
Open floor plan on first floor with 1671 sq. ft. finished
living area. First floor master bedroom suite with bathtub and walk-in shower. First floor laundry. Bonus 1731
sq. ft. finished living area in basement would make wonderful guest quarters. 2-car attached garage. $459,000

Islesboro: 2.43 acres, with large gambrel heated
barn, sauna, well and septic. Lovely spot on Ferry
Rd. $185,000

Otis Point, St. George: Fine home with 33' ROW — nice
beach and deep water access. Cedar shingles, Andersen 400s
windows, 2 farmer porches with Timber Tech decks. Two
rooms still need to be finished inside. Sailor’s paradise on
mile-wide river. $299,900

Mosquito Harbor Waterfront: Just around
the corner from Port Clyde. Three bright sunny
bedrooms, hardwood floors, granite countertops in a brand new kitchen, wonderful deck,
and 2 lovely new baths. This one is adorable
and a dream vacation home or for year-round
living. St. George $535,000

Views from all rooms in this Tenants
Harbor Village home. Wonderful Garrison
Colonial style home within a stone’s throw of
the water. ROW comes with this treasure.
Large formal rooms, finished with care, quality construction. $739,000

Forever views of blueberry fields and Appleton
Ridge from this expanded, light and view-filled 3
BR/1-1/2 Bath Cape on 5 acres with kitchen-family
room with fireplace, beautiful enclosed sun & private
deck. 2 additional, large 1st floor rooms, attached 2
car garage. More land available. Union $329,000

Tenants Harbor: Charming 2-bedroom, 2bath cape on a lovely 1-acre surveyed lot,
minutes from Port Clyde. Quiet street just one
mile from the ocean to the east and the salt
water St. George River to the west. Beautiful,
mature landscaping. Neat as a pin for yearround or summer living. $159,000

Tenants Harbor: New England style home
close to the “Welcome to Martinsville” sign. 3
bedroom home with freshly painted interior.
Pretty lot with new septic system in 2000.
Three miles from Drift Inn Beach in Port
Clyde. Great starter home or bring new ideas
for your summer retreat. $122,000

LAND
South Thomaston, Norton Drive. 10 acres off cul de sac. Driveway started. Less than 1 mile from town dock. Good land. $82,000
SOLD! Searsmont – 2 acres on Lincolnville Ave. Rte. 173. Build your home or camp on this private wooded lot with its nearly year-round rippling creek and easy
access to Lincolnville and Camden beaches. Just 1.5 miles to swimming and motor-free boating at Levenseller Pond and 4.5 miles to Norton Pond. $29,900
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UPDATE ON REAL ESTATE
people’s lives and a lot of choices can create
indecision—plus there is no sense of
urgency.”
And have the prices gone down?
Horty at Camden Real Estate says no, not
in Camden. If anything, he says, the sales
prices are higher, even though fewer properties are selling.
Cates at Jaret & Cohn in Rockland says
yes, the prices have absolutely gone down,
noting that a typical three-bedroom ranch or
small Cape in Rockland that would have sold
for $215,000 three years ago is going for
$175,000 now.
“Listen, I’ll give you some down-and-dirty
raw data that I just analyzed,” said Jim Cosgrove, an owner/broker at Newcastle Square
Realty in Damariscotta. “The market has significantly slowed down. Prices are off 30

Thursday, August 30, 2007

continued from page 1

percent from two years ago.”
“We are advising clients to price as
aggressively as they can if they want to move
this year,” says Cosgrove. “You have to price
close to the market, your property has to be
in pristine condition, with the lawn taken care
of, new paint, and the old furniture moved
out. It has to show well, inside and out.”
Cosgrove says he won’t work with sellers
who can’t meet those standards or who have
unrealistic expectations about the sale price.
“A three-bedroom, 1-1/2 bath ranch or
Cape on 1-1/2 acres sold for $225,000 to
$239,000 two years ago,” he says. “Now, it’s
selling for $175,000 to $195,000.”
“Prices haven’t been in this range for five
or six years,” says Cosgrove, referring specifically to property in the greater Damariscotta region. “This is a tremendous time to buy.”

BARNES
CUSTOM WINDOW
TREATMENTS

The Barnes Family, dressing
Midcoast windows for 40+ years.

Hard Treatments
• Shutters
• Insulating Shades
• Wood Blinds
• Skylight Shades

Master Gardener Volunteer
Program Begins Soon
The 2007-2008 Master Gardener Volunteer Program for Knox-Lincoln and Waldo
counties will be starting at the end of September. This year’s program will focus on
fruits and vegetables and will begin on Tuesday, September 25. Classes will be from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays
until November 6. Most classes will be at the
Knox-Lincoln Extension office in Waldoboro
and some will be at the Waldo County Extension office in Waldo. In the spring of 2008
the training will continue with a required
minimum of two hands-on workshops. Participants are encouraged to carpool.
After completing all 13 classes, an openbook exam and two spring workshops, participants are required to give 40 hours of volunteer time to their community. There are
many ways for trainees to share their new
gardening knowledge — demonstration gardens, school programs, Plant-A-Row for the
Hungry campaigns, newsletter articles, public talks and slide shows, answering home

5

gardening calls and more.
After 40 hours of volunteerism, Master
Gardeners become certified and can maintain yearly certification with as little as 20
hours. Advanced training opportunities and
newsletters are available to all certified Master Gardener Volunteers.
The total program costs $90 and includes
a large reference manual and extensive handouts from Extension specialists and industry
experts.
Anyone interested in taking the program
and becoming a Master Gardener Volunteer
should call or e-mail for a brochure and
application. Class size is limited; applicants
will be accepted on a first-come, first-served
basis and must clearly indicate a commitment to the volunteer component of the
program.
For more information, call the University
of Maine Cooperative Extension Knox-Lincoln office at 832-0343 or 1-800-244-2104,
or e-mail lstanley@umext.maine.edu.

Soft Treatments
• Draperies
• Roman Shades
• Cornices
• Swags & Jabots

“We Measure, We Install and You Relax.”

Full Service 1 Year “Barnes Warranty”

800-310-6830 or 273-4093
Located 1/2 Mile from Junction 1 & 90 in Warren

PHOTO BY AMY WINTER © COPLEY NEWS SERVICE

MUMS
Starting At

2 ea.
$ 99*
3 ea.
$ 59*

5"
8"

Other Pot Sizes Up to 16"
* After Quantity Discount of five or more
MONDAY-SATURDAY 8-5
ROUTE 17, WEST ROCKPORT
594-5070

FALL WINDOW SALE
33% OFF!!

Made exclusively
for Pen-Bay Glass

Comfort Plus ™

For a Limited Time

*Our LOW E & Argon Gas
Qualify for Enegry Star Rating.

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.
Rte. 1, Rockland-Thomaston Line, Rockland • 594-0766
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Outdoor marketplace,
dinners, cooking demos, food
writers, classes, chefs and
more in Camden Sept. 14-16
Maine Fare 2007
Celebrates Maine’s
Culinary Resources

Roses, Shade & Flowering Trees

AUGUST SALE!
Buy one get one free*
*of equal or lesser value

Seasons Downeast Designs
62 Meadow Street ❊ Rockport ❊ 236-4147
OPEN MON-SAT 9 to 5

Held in Camden, Maine Fare 2007 is a celebration of
Maine’s culinary resources and their growing role in Maine’s
economic development. This year’s event kicks off with a
special tasting dinner on Friday, September 14, and continues with a fun-filled weekend. Maine Fare is open Saturday, September 15, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, September 16, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Maine Fare 2007 takes
place in and around the Waterfall Events Center in Camden’s historic Knox Mill Center. An admission fee of $10
per day covers an abundance of events.
The Maine Fare Marketplace features a farmers’ market
and exhibit area where attendees can buy Maine produce
and Maine food products and speak with the farmers and
artisans who produce them. Cooking demonstrations by
prominent Maine chefs, held in the Outdoor Marketplace
kitchen throughout the day, are also included in the admission fee, as are several panel discussions and featured presentations. Maine Fare celebrates every aspect of Maine’s
culinary resources, from gardening to food writing and
everything in between.
The Maine Fare Marketplace admission fee includes a
number of entertaining and educational presentations being
held throughout the weekend. Presentations include:
• Real Food for Maine Kids: Linking Farms, Schools, and
Communities — Maine is a leader in bringing the sustainable food revolution to bear on the issue of youth nutrition.
This panel discussion will explore the various efforts under
way to connect kids with food. Amanda Beal, president of
the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association
(MOFGA) and a board member of Cultivating Community, will moderate the panel and provide an overview presentation. Joining her on the panel will be farmers, gardeners and educators speaking about their youth-oriented
programs.
• How to Buy and Prepare Seafood — Noted Maine
author Polly Saltonstall, Maine seafood providers, chefs and
authors will provide everything you need to know about
selecting and preparing excellent fish. Bring your curiosity and your questions for an interactive session on one of
Maine’s most healthful and delicious local products —
our great seafood.
• A Subversive Plot: Bringing the Delicious Revolution
Into Your Own Backyard — A budding “delicious revolution” is introducing more people to the multiple benefits of
foods that are “slow” and local. Roger Doiron, founding
director of the nonprofit group Kitchen Gardeners International, explains how you and more people in your community can enjoy the “localest” and “slowest” foods of all: the
ones we grow ourselves and prepare in our own kitchens.
• Secrets of Maine Food Writers — Some of the most
notable food writers on the scene today live in Maine and
several of them will be participating in this lively panel discussion. Cookbook authors Kathy Gunst, Nancy Harmon
Jenkins and Michael Sanders are among the panelists who
will explore what it means to be a Maine food writer.
• All About Authentic Wood-fired Pizza — J. Patrick Manley is building a wood-fired oven at Maine Fare for this presentation. Experience gourmet pizza and learn about how it
is prepared from Pat and from Jim Amaral, owner and
founder of Mobo Pizza and Borealis Breads, two successful Maine food businesses.

TRILLIUM
SOAPS

Delicious
cheeses and
other Maine
produce will
be available
at the
Maine Fare
Marketplace

• The Growing Role of Food in Maine’s Economic Development — Are you a future Maine food professional? Attend
this session for education and inspiration. Just want to learn
more about Maine’s bounty beyond corn, lobster and blueberries? This session is for you as well. Participants in this
panel discussion include Jim Amaral, founder and president
of Borealis Breads, Karen and Carol of specialty baker Cranberry Island Kitchen, John Harker of the Maine Department
of Agriculture, and Deborah Elliott of the Maine Department
of Economic and Community Development.
• Keeping It Local, Keeping It Tasty: Stocking Up 21stCentury Style — Gardening expert, chef and cookbook author
Leslie Land shows how to eat local and delicious foods all
year round in this presentation and hands-on demonstration.
Land will show how easy it is to have homegrown dinners
like Spicy Mexican Harvest Stew and September Sunshine
Minestrone ready in minutes in February, relying on the freezer instead of the canning kettle, and visiting warm-season
farmers’ markets with winter on your mind.
• Cooking demonstrations in the Outdoor Marketplace —
The daily admission to the Maine Fare Marketplace also
includes free cooking demonstrations by Maine chefs and
luminaries, including Jim Amaral, founder of Borealis Breads
and Mobo Pizza; Lani Temple, on Easy Entertaining with
Maine Produce; Liz “I Love Pie” Coldren: Fruit pies made
with the freshest fruits and butter; Cynthia Finnemore
Simonds, on Fresh Maine Salads and Fresh Maine Soups;
Kathy Gunst, on Maine Harvest Foods; and Pat Manley, of
Masons on a Mission.
• MOFGA Tastings Dinner — On Friday, September 14,
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Waterfall Events Center in Camden,
MOFGA, in association with Maine Fare, presents the fourth
annual Tastings Dinner. All elements of the meal are produced in Maine organically and prepared by some of Maine’s
best chefs. The event, a stand-up buffet, provides the opportunity for guests to speak with the chefs about their dishes,
as well as with many of the MOFGA farmers, fishermen,
and food producers whose ingredients are featured at the
event.
This year the featured chefs include Melissa Ettinger of
Valerie Jean’s in Milo; Maureen Fauske of Flour Power in
Topsham; Tom Gutow of the Castine Inn; Rich Hansen of
Cleonice in Ellsworth; Melissa Kelly and Price Kushner of
Primo in Rockland; Leslie Oster and Salvator Talerico of
Aurora Provisions in Portland; and Dean Zaloumis of Sweet
Fern Farm and Mother Oven in Bowdoinham. Tickets are
$60 for MOFGA members, $75 for non-members and are
available through the Maine Fare Web site, www.Maine
Fare.com.
• Cooking Classes, Dinners, and Guided Tastings — Local
chefs are also providing cooking classes at local restaurants
and inns. For an additional fee, members of the public can
be part of a small class that learns directly from some of
Maine’s most eminent chefs. Special Chef’s Table dinners
are planned for the evenings of the event, and a series of
guided tastings will also take place, including Maine wine
and cheese; Maine beer, breads and sausages; and Maine
seafood. Visit www.MaineFare.com for details about these
food events and for the full schedule.

knobs & handles
switchplates
coat hooks
bath accessories
home accents

Our Own Handmade
Natural Soaps,
Bath Products,
Maine-Made Blankets,
Antiques,
and Many More
Beautiful & Useful Things.

Thurs.- Sat. 10 am-6 pm
68 Crescent Street
Rockland
(Rte. 73 South to Crescent Street)

594-5003

unique gifts

403 Main Street
Rockland, ME
207.594.5333

www.handleit.biz
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Founder of Kitchen
Gardens International
to Speak at Maine Fare
Gardening expert and activist Roger Doiron will present
“A Subversive Plot: Bringing the Delicious Revolution into
Your Own Backyard” at Maine Fare on Saturday, September
15, at 1 p.m. Doiron is the founding director of the nonprofit group Kitchen Gardeners International (KGI), a network
of over 4,000 gardeners and home cooks from 80 countries.
“Foods have never traveled farther from plot to plate than
they do now,” says Doiron. “1,500 miles on average in the
U.S. and even farther for us Mainers located at the end of
America’s food pipeline.” While the larger societal trend in
the U.S. continues to favor well-traveled, highly processed
convenience foods, Doiron is part of a budding revolution
that is introducing more and more people to the multiple
benefits of foods that are “slow” and local.
Doiron has been called the “Al Gore of the garden” for his
work in making the connection between little-picture issues
like home gardens and big ones like global warming, food
security and social justice. When he’s not working in his own
garden or talking about gardens, he’s writing about them. His
articles on food and gardening have appeared in many places,
including Saveur, Organic Gardening, Mother Earth News,
the Chicago Tribune and the Christian Science Monitor.
Kitchen Gardeners International’s mission is to empower
individuals, families and communities to achieve greater levels of food self-reliance through the promotion of kitchen

gardening, home-cooking and sustainable local food systems.
It is governed by a volunteer board of directors with representatives from the U.S. and Europe. For more information,
visit www.kitchengardeners.org.

cooking on the range has
evolved…
TOM FENCE

Rte. 1 • Warren • 273-1000 • 1-800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

IF YOURS HASN’T,

SEE US!
Sarah Dellos, Grade 7, Thomaston Grammar School, Thomaston

465 Main St., Rockland

594-2929
kelseysappliance@verizon.net

Consider a Change
of Scenery Underfoot!

GOSLINE
INSURANCE GROUP

Windows - Entry Doors - Vinyl Siding
Metal Roofing - Roof Trusses
Floor Trusses

G

with Locking 1/2 Screen

Pease Insurance Agency
“For your changing life:
Personal, Commercial, Financial,
Employee Benefits, Bonds”

“Primitive Roosters”

The Flooring Network

Cayouette Flooring

594-2413 • 210 Park St., Rockland
Sales & Installation • Free Estimates
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm • Sat. 9 am-4 pm

Austin Childs, Sales
Jason Foster, Sales
Tammra Ferraiolo, Office Manager/
Commercial Account Agent
Sara Watts, Personal Account Agent
Rebecca Norwood, CSR
All licensed insurance agents ready
to answer your insurance questions
236-6222 • 1-888-421-6222 • Fax: 236-6266
Corner of Rtes. 90 & 17, West Rockport

Cabot D4.5
Sentry .044
Soffit T4

White $49.99 per sq.
White $59.99 per sq.
White $8.50 per pc.

White $8.99 per pc.

Trailer Skirting
J-Channel $4.50 each
OSCP
$13.50 each

Colors $52.99 per sq.
Colors $62.99 per sq.
Colors $8.99 per pc.

Undersill $4.50 each
$9.50 each
ISCP

5/0 x 6/8 w/Screen
6/0 x 6/8 w/Screen

Coil Stock
Only $69.50

White

per rl. 24"x50"

ONLY $379.99
ONLY $399.99

Smooth $69.99 2 sq. rl • Granular $59.99 2 sq. rl

Corrugated
Metal Roofing

Starting at

Lin. Ft.

Locations:
Rt. 111, Alfred, ME 1(888)490-1158 • 320 Warren Ave., Portland, ME 1(800)816-5806
Rt.1, Bath, ME 1(800)760-7231 • 600 Wilson St., Brewer, ME 1(866)989-1682
69 Holland St., Lewiston, ME 1(800)701-0144 • Rt. 125, Epping, NH 1(866)679-5624
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Gary “The Turf Guy” Fish to Give
Talk on Yardscaping Sept. 6

We provide installation

Visit our showroom
and experience the latest

and service,

in elegantly displayed

complimentary design

fixtures, faucets, furniture

assistance and have over

and accessories for your

65 available product

new kitchen or bath

lines displayed in a highly

project in a beautiful and

interactive setting.

relaxing environment.

Come see for yourself…

ing Board. Fish has worked for
The public is invited to join
the State of Maine since 1988.
Rockport Garden Club memHe claims to have been an
bers at the Penobscot Bay
entomologist from birth and
YMCA on Thursday, Septemwas inspired to love plants by
ber 6, for a presentation by
his mother, who grew roses
Gary Fish. Fish is a program
and maintained rock gardens.
manager for the State of
Fish hopes to inspire people
Maine Pesticide Control
Board. Also known as the
throughout the state of Maine
“Turf Guy,” he is the only
to create and maintain beautiunofficial turf specialist in the
ful and healthy landscapes
state of Maine who, by the
using ecologically based pracway, abhors lawns!
tices that minimize reliance on
Fish holds a B.S. degree in
water, pesticides and fertilizers.
This program is free to the
Forest and Wildlife Manage- Turf specialist Gary Fish.
ment from the University of
public and will run from 2
MaineCollegeofForestResources.Hehasbeen until 3 p.m.; refreshments will follow. The
a licensed professional forester since 1985 for program will be held at the Rockport YMCA
Kents Hill Forestry and is a 10-year member on Union Street. For more information, conand former chairman of the Arborist Examin- tact Trisha Moroz at 236-4813.

SAFE CORPORATION

SAFES

We're tougher than we look.

Gardall safes are
the only safes featured on the Discovery Channel’s “It Takes a Thief.”

Showroom Open Monday—Friday, 9 a.m.—5 p.m.
And always by appointment
143 Maverick Street, Rockland
207-594-3291 • www.fixturesme.com

The toughest, most secure safes, depositories and lock boxes in the world. Let us
help you choose the right one for you!
738 MAIN STREET • ROCKLAND
MON.-FRI.
8 AM - 5 PM

A division of A.M. Plumbing & Heating, Inc.

594-4750

Banking with Rewards!
Earn Harbor Points
on a mortgage or home
HOME EQUITY LINE OF CREDIT equity line of credit!
A RewardsNOW Program™

(Average Balance 30 Days After Closing)
0-$25,000
5,000 points
$25,001-$50,000
10,000 points
$50,001-$75,000
15,000 points
$75,001-$100,000
20,000 points
$100,001+
25,000 points

Harbor Points is a free program at Bar Harbor
Bank & Trust that rewards you for banking with
us. You can redeem points for travel discounts,
merchandise, gift cards, downloadable songs,
ringtones, audio books and more!

MORTGAGE
10,000 Points

Stop by your nearby Bar Harbor Bank & Trust branch and see
just how easy it is for you to start collecting points today!
*Certain restrictions may apply.

Visit us on the Web at www.BHBT.com or call us at 1-888-853-7100
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Buyer Beware —
extra true when a mortgage
is involved

Specializing in Coastal and Island
Project Development

— by Melissa Waterman

“Let the buyer beware” should be the motto for any
prospective homeowner looking for a mortgage. Yet in recent
years many people in Maine and throughout the country
have obtained subprime mortgages to fund the purchase of
property, only to find themselves trapped in impossibleto-meet loan agreements.
Subprime mortgages are not mortgages with an interest
rate below the federal prime rate. Rather, they are mortgages
made to a certain category of borrower, individuals who are
less than perfect candidates for a bank mortgage due to a
low credit score, insufficient savings, lack of a down payment, or a low or intermittent salary. Subprime mortgages
are often offered by entities other than banks.
Will Lund, director of the Office of Consumer Credit
Regulation in the Department of Professional and Financial
Regulation, says that subprime lending grew as a way for
investors to make money. “Investors have viewed this as
such a lucrative business that underwriting standards developed over the last hundred years went lax,” he says.
The underwriting standards used by banks when making loans are not legal requirements, he emphasizes, but
rather a set of standards that the industry imposed on itself.
The rush to make generous mortgage loans to people who
couldn’t meet the requirements for a standard mortgage is
partly explained by the boom in mortgage brokers working
outside the banking industry, says Lund. “The loan brokers
work as independent contractors. They are on commission,”
he explains. “They put a package together for the consumer
but have no risk if the loan defaults in six months.”
Suzanne Brightbill, public relations officer for Camden
National Bank, said, “Camden National Bank does not make
any mortgage loans to subprime borrowers. We have experienced no change in our mortgage deliquency rate or in
mortgage defaults. When making mortgage loans, Camden
National Bank follows the secondary mortgage market
guidelines for an individual’s debt-to-income ratio, which
are traditional and conservative.”
“Our local banks didn’t get wound up with subprime
lending,” says Harry Mank, president of Rockland Savings
and Loan. “It’s the mortgage brokers who do that sort of
thing.” All the recent headlines about predatory lending have
had a negative spillover effect, says Mank. “But the problems with subprime mortgages have had no effect on us.”
Pam Fowles, a mortgage officer at Bangor Savings Bank
in Camden, has seen a slight effect from the furor over subprime-mortgage defaults. “We have tightened our belt somewhat. We tightened up our underwriting guidelines [for
home mortgages] earlier this year,” she says. Fowles explains
that during the last two to three years, the amount of debt
carried by a prospective borrower that Bangor Savings considered satisfactory climbed as high as 50% to 60% of
monthly income. “Now, we say 30% of your debt should
be your house, and all your debts should come to no more
than 41% [of monthly income],” she says.
Governor Baldacci signed a bill this past June that
addresses predatory mortgage lending. Maine’s new law,
which goes into effect this fall, prohibits mortgage-loan contracts from accelerating indebtedness to the creditor. It outlaws the practice of “flipping” loans, or persuading borrowers to refinance without any benefit to the consumer, in order
to generate higher commissions for the brokers. It also bans
“equity stripping,” in which excessive up-front costs and
fees are financed into the mortgage.
“As of January 1, 2008, Maine law will apply some level of fiduciary duty to loan brokers,” says Lund. “They must
act at some level in the consumer’s best interest.” His office
now has the ability to license individual loan officers. “We
want a level of accountability right down to the closing
table,” he says.
Lund says that there is one key reason that subprime loans
often come to foreclosure: “They simply shouldn’t have
been made in the first place. The consumer can’t rely on the
lender to decide how much money to borrow.”

• Architectural Design Service
• Realtors
• Full Project Management
• Residential and Light Commercial
• Renovations/Restorations
• Authorized Modular Home Distributor

BREAKWATER
DESIGN & BUILD, INC.

207-230-0919
461 Commercial Street
Rockport
www.breakh2o.com
— the Breakwater on a clear
morning, Rockland.
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM
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VISIT OUR NEW

Carpet • Laminate • Linoleum
Ceramic Tile • DuraStone
DuraCeramic

• Bundle Specials
• 25% to 50% Off
Special Orders!

Large Se
l
of Area ection
Rugs

✴ Great Prices
✴ Great Selection
✴ Come See Our
New Expanded Line

“We Offer Expert Advice”

Let our team of professionals
assist you with all
of your paint and stain needs!

104 Park St., Rockland • 594-2000
— the window at 385 Main St. in Rockland.
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

Mon.-Fri. 8 am - 5 pm • Sat. 9 am - 2 pm
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We’ll find a way
We think differently about customer satisfaction.
From our complete menu of home mortgage options
to our fast local decision making, we are committed
to a “can do” spirit that translates into an enjoyable
home financing experience for you.
Whether you’re retiring to the coast of Maine,
looking to upgrade, or just starting out,
The First can help you find your way home.

Bar Harbor . Blue Hill . Boothbay Harbor . Calais . Camden . Damariscotta . Eastport
Ellsworth . Northeast Harbor . Rockland . Rockport . Southwest Harbor . Waldoboro . Wiscasset
1.800.564.3195 . www.the1st.com . Member FDIC . Equal Housing Lender

znxbv

Rocky’s Stove Shoppe
COMPLETE CHIMNEY SERVICE

622-3410 • 1-800-627-3410 • RTE. 3, AUGUSTA (1/8 mi. from LaPointe’s)
We Serve the Midcoast – Friendly, Courteous Service • www.rockysstoveshoppe.com

Rockland
Savings & Loan
Call with
in
With this 10 days!
ad only

Are You In the Market
for a Mortgage Loan?
Kristin Ross, our Mortgage Consultant
has over 20 years of lending experience.
She is known as the “Government
Loan Expert” in this area. She offers
assistance for Maine State Housing, VA,
FHA and Rural Development lending,
just to name a few.

Call Kristin for all your mortgage loan needs.

Visit Your Community Bank
582 Main St., Rockland
1341 Atlantic Hwy, Waldoboro

594-8465
832-4424
Each depositor insured to $100,000

www.Rocklandsavingsloan.com
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

email: info@legacyhi.com

Legacy Home Improvements provides high
quality craftsmanship and materials at affordable
prices. We back those products with a no hassle
warranty, and take the guesswork out of
budgeting by offering guaranteed pricing.
Call or visit us at www.legacyhi.com
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Decorate Your Walls Without Toxins
— by Carolyn Heinze

Whether you choose wallpaper or a fresh coat of paint,
the right wall treatment can make a huge impact in your
home — often for little cost.
Because they’re used on large surfaces, wall coverings
can bring unhealthy elements into your home. Conventional paints emit toxic fumes called VOCs (volatile organic
compounds). Some VOCs contain carcinogens and neurotoxins such as benzene, formaldehyde, ammonia, toluene
and xylene. These substances can cause nose, skin and eye
irritation; nausea; respiratory problems; nerve damage; and
liver and kidney disease.
Solvent- and oil-based paints contain a higher level
of VOCs (between 32 and 42 percent) compared with
latex (or water-based) paints, which contain about 2 to 5
percent, according to The Green Guide (www.TheGreenGuide.com).
Fortunately, beautiful, nontoxic alternatives are easy to
find.

Natural Paints for the Planet
Natural paints are produced from elements found in
nature: milk, clay, botanical ingredients, natural oils (such
as linseed oil), beeswax, tree resin and mineral pigments.
Either water- or oil-based, they’re generally nontoxic,
but because they’re made with natural pigments, they
usually don’t offer as wide a range of colors as synthetic paints.
“Natural paints require less energy to produce,” said Peter
Colburn, a Seattle-based expert on green home products.
“Because they’re plant sourced or contain low-impact, mined
materials, they have either no or a very low content of petroleum-derived ingredients.”
Favored for porous or unfinished surfaces, VOC-free milk
paint is made of casein (milk protein), clay, lime and natural pigments. Most milk paint comes powdered so you
can mix it as needed, which reduces waste. (Some premixed
varieties contain preservatives.) Whitewash, made of lime,
water and salt, is great for covering cement, plaster and
stucco.
Clay paints — created primarily from water, clay and
chalk — give the same aesthetic effect as clay plaster at less
cost and can be applied with a brush or roller.
All-natural paints work best in dry areas because of their
lower resistance to moisture (avoid bathrooms, laundry
rooms and basements).

147 PARK STREET • ROCKLAND
596-6095
CALL JENNIFER STURKS

Lot 2 –
Lot 3 –
Lot 4 –
Lot 5 –
Lot 7 –

1.7 acres @ $63,900
2.3 acres @ $74,900
2.4 acres @ $79,900
2.1 acres @ $77,900
1.6 acres @ $72,900

Low-VOC Paints: Like Conventional,
But Better
If you prefer paint with the same
appearance and texture as conventional, without the chemical fumes,
check your paint store for low- or
zero-VOC paint lines. Although
made from synthetic ingredients,
they pose fewer health risks and
don’t exude a headache-inducing
smell (caused by outgasing VOCs).
These materials are generally water
based rather than petrochemical
based.
You’ll find a bounty of low-VOC
paint colors — especially the lighter
tones; deeper hues are harder to come
by because darker pigments often
contain solvents. When buying, ask
that the low- or zero-VOC paint be
free of formaldehyde, preservatives,
fungicides and biocides.
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These products allow walls to breathe, making them naturally mold resistant.
Most wall coverings come prepasted, but you can request
them without adhesives if you want to use nontoxic glue.
Avoid other chemical additives: stain repellants, biocides,
fireproofings, pesticides, formaldehyde, solvents and vinyl. Natural
wall coverings aren’t cheap: Expect
to pay about $35 to $60 per linear
yard.

Plaster: Beautiful and
Affordable

Reasonably priced and richly
beautiful, lime and clay plasters
come in powder form; just mix with
water and powdered pigment before
troweling onto the wall. Lime plaster, made from mined limestone, is
durable but less versatile; once it’s
dry, you can do little to change or
cover up mistakes. Ask for natural
mineral pigments.
For do-it-yourselfers, clay plaster
— made of dehydrated clay or mud
and pigment — is often the best bet;
All-natural Terramed plasters come in
Natural Wallpaper:
it’s more forgiving than lime plaster
beautiful colors such as Golden Wheat.
Hip and Sustainable
if you mess up. “Clay plaster has a
PHOTO COURTESY TERRAMED
Today’s design trends are moving
tendency to bind to itself, but if you
toward natural wall coverings. Made from rice paper, linen
wet it sufficiently, it softens enough that you can rework it,”
(flax), silk, paper-backed cork, grasses, jute or finely split
Colburn said.
bamboo, many options are readily available, but check the
For a complete list of eco-friendly wall-covering
material list before you buy. Many manufacturers offer natproviders, visit www.NaturalHomeMagazine.com.
ural fibers blended with vinyl (also called PVC or acrylic).
© 2007 by Ogden Publications Inc.

AFFORDABLE MAINE HOMES
presents…
HOUSE AUCTION
52 Depot Street, Waldoboro

3BR, 2BA, Renovated & Garage
Starting Bid 185K

Feather Your Nest!
Interior Decorating
I will help you make important
decorating decisions for your
home and budget

September 8 & 9 @ 12-5pm
Home will be sold Sunday Night

Bank Financing Okay

Brokers Welcome

Long Cove
Woods
Off Route 131
Saint George
Build your new home in this
enchanting location and
experience the privacy and
solitude you’ve been searching
for!! Protective covenants,
underground utilities,
wooded setting!

mikki@midcoast.com

207-354-7066

14B SCHOOL STREET • ROCKLAND
594-4455
CALL LORRIE LARSON

Warm, Spacious, Polished
This 4,700 sq. foot home is
built to the highest standards!
Grand fireplace, wood floors,
luxurious master suite,
detached 32' x 36' barn with
2nd floor living space

2 Waterfront Lots —
RECENTLY REDUCED!

All lots have a 25' walking
right of way to Long Cove!

11

Lot 9 – 3.76 acres - 237' waterfront - $159,000
Lot 10 – 3.76 acres - 341' waterfront - $169,000

Offered at $495,900
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light and the task light levels.
“You don’t want to be sitting with bright light at a desk
in a dark room,” she says. It’s also good to establish a fairly uniform light level and color of light throughout the home
so that changes between rooms are minimal.
One new development in residential lighting is the availability of architectural-grade light fixtures. Designed for
commercial spaces, these are especially useful for higher
ceilings and all settings where additional light is needed.
Based on room size, position of light fixtures, reflective surfaces and so on, lighting designers can precisely plan for
the exact amount of light needed.

Which Bulb Is Best?

Process of Illumination
Lighting combinations create layers of ambience
— by DiAnne Crown
The basic idea of home lighting is straightforward: Create a pleasing light level all around you in a room and
throughout the home, provide additional task lighting for
work and play, and in the winter, brighter is better.

Layers of Light
To achieve the most satisfactory effect, use combinations
of general, task and ambient lighting throughout the home,
says Susan Mason, design manager at a lighting center.
General lighting illuminates an entire room. Task lights
brighten specific areas for reading, eating, working at the
computer or cooking. Ambient lighting accents coves and
brightens artwork. Combine at least two levels in various
room settings, using indirect and direct light sources, for
what Mason calls attractive “layers of light.”
“Over the years, the trend has changed from people shopping for a fixture to creating an atmosphere, a lighting effect
throughout the entire home,” Mason says.
Combine chandeliers, track lights, recessed lights, pendants and more to create effective and artistic results without glare. Uplighting a ceiling from above the cabinetry or

behind crown molding, for example, provides indirect light
and can make a space feel taller. Shining a light against a
wall can make a space seem bigger.
And in winter, Mason says, adding light to the home is
even more important.
Having more lights on inside, not just an overhead light,
she says, “helps you enjoy your home, decorations and activities, and creates a comfortable, warm setting.”
Outdoor lights on landscaping and patio areas help you
enjoy looking outside farther in the winter and not feel so
closed in.
Whole house controls on timers make this easy, she adds.
These can be tied to a general timer, connected to a single
switch, set on dimmers, connected to a security system and
even set to various “modes” — groups of lights set to various brightness levels for entertaining, daytime, security and
so on. These options, Mason says, can be built into new construction or retrofit into older homes.
“It doesn’t take a lot of money to make a big difference
in a house.”
As important as the aesthetics are the health benefits of
proper lighting. To help reduce eyestrain, Mason says, make
sure there isn’t a great difference in the overall room

Furnishings for the Truly Country Home!

205 Commercial St., Route 1, Rockport • (207) 236-3013

290 Eastern Avenue, Route 17, Augusta • (207) 623-4711
Welcome fall to your home with delightful primitive and
country décor from our two Maine stores!
Welcome family and friends to your new home with our Amishinspired Barn Stars and a rustic wreath on your door!
Our reproduction colonial furniture will bring a restful feeling
to your keeping room, and our stoneware dishes make
a delightful apple crisp!
We have all you need to decorate and entertain in country style
this holiday season…warm autumn colors, cozy linens and
comforting fragrances beckon!
COME IN AND SAVE

10%

ON YOUR PURCHASE WITH THIS AD!

Coming Soon...www.saltboxprimitivesmaine.com!

Light bulbs are rated by brightness, or intensity of light
produced, the color of the light produced (whether a pink,
yellow, white or blue cast) and the effect that color has on
other objects (the color rendering, or how true colors look
when the lamp is shining).
Traditional incandescent bulbs produce a warm glow;
halogen lamps produce a color closer to white; the old fluorescent bulbs produced a bluish or green tint; and the new
compact fluorescents mimic a typical incandescent bulb.
Now, homeowners can enjoy the glow of an incandescent
and the savings that come with using fluorescents.
The new, high-frequency compact fluorescents produce
85 percent of true color and do not flicker. While cost is
$3 to $5 per spiral bulb, they last six to ten times longer than
incandescents. They also fit in nearly every fixture and are
widely available in grocery, hardware and big-box stores.

Putting It All Together
Overall, Mason says, successful lighting is all about increasing light levels. Trying different bulbs; positioning existing
overhead lights to provide more indirect, reflected light;
and changing a lampshade from tan to white all help increase
light levels without the installation of new fixtures or outlets.
Tony Kulavic had the best opportunity of all, however,
when he hired a designer to light his new 6,600-square-foot
home. He’s pleased with the combination of direct and indirect lighting, both inside and outside his home.
“The house just glows on top of the hill,” he says, describing the home as “Old World.”
Kulavic is especially pleased with the indirect light accents
under counters and those behind crown molding. “You don’t
see the light, you just see the accent of light,” he says.
In the basement wine cellar, low-lit sconces on columns
shine through steel gates onto exposed brick and arched
walkways. These features contribute to the soft, warm feel
he likes in the house. But, he adds, when more light is needed, he simply turns up the dimmers.
© Copley News Service
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Canning as a community is less work, more fun and a great place for novice canners to
learn food preservation basics. PHOTO BY WWW.COMMUNITYKITCHENS.CA

Canners Come Together
The best way to preserve tomatoes, green
beans, applesauce and many other fruits and
vegetables is to can them in reusable glass
jars. Good equipment can be costly, though,
and working alone in a hot kitchen gets old
fast. So it’s no surprise that the latest trend
in canning is to do it as a group.
Friends, neighbors and total strangers gather in homes, churches and schools to put up
the shared bounty from each others’ gardens.
Experience is optional, and many canning
kitchens are managed by trained pros, so
they’re great places for newbie canners to
squelch their fears of poison pickles and
exploding pressure canners. Sharing resources
also helps reduce the equipment and energy
costs, and the partylike atmosphere makes
work feel like fun.
Community-based food preservation is
nearly as old as civilization itself. In modern

— by Barbara Pleasant

times, it became a national phenomenon as
part of the United States government’s 1917
food-conservation drive for war relief. As
victory gardens overflowed, community markets and canneries sprang up from Maine
to California, with many canning kitchens
turning out hundreds of quarts a day. More
recent efforts to establish canning kitchens
for low-income families have enjoyed some
success, but the current trend is different. Its
driving force is the exploding interest in
fresh, locally grown food.
Sharing recipes, and successes and failures, is a valuable part of the group canning
experience. Once the skills are learned, they
become second nature, just like eating
homemade jam on hot toast in the middle of
winter.
Excerpted from Mother Earth News.

Glasshouses full of Maine-grown
geraniums, perennials, annuals,
hanging baskets, herbs and more…
Once you discover us, you’ll be back
236-2121
NEW HOURS: 9AM–4PM
Tuesday-Saturday; closed Sunday & Monday

122 Mechanic St.
Camden, Maine

At Shed City We Build Custom Homes…
Garages
Floating Docks
Sheds!
825 Atlantic Highway,
Warren, ME 04864
office: (207) 273-4442
Fax: (207) 273-4592

Please call, stop by, or visit us at www.shedcity.com

© 2006 by Ogden Publications, Inc.

GALLERIES
FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO MISSED OUR SUMMER 2007 EXHIBITIONS, WE HAVE KEPT SOME OUTSTANDING PIECES
FROM EACH EXHIBIT AND HAVE THEM ON DISPLAY AT ART OF THE SEA BY THE REVERSING FALLS
5 SPRUCE HEAD ROAD (ROUTE 73) SOUTH THOMASTON, MAINE

Monhegan Afternoon
NEAL HUGHES

The Brig Pilgrim
JOHN STOBART

Along the Canal, Annecy
GEORGE GUZZI

Off Gull Rock
DON STONE

Yawl Reflections
JEFFERY SABOL

Mid Tide
BRAD McFADDEN

London Packet, Ontario
VINCENT del PIANO

Blue Hill
RAY CRANE

Crossing Astern
FREDERICK KUBITZ

Noon Mist
BRAD BETTS

DECORATE WITH ART - ONE PIECE CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

ART OF THE SEA
5 SPRUCE HEAD ROAD SOUTH THOMASTON, O4854
(207) 594-9396
www.artofthesea.com
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ast weekend I took a road trip with my kids and at one of
L
our pit stops for gas, snacks and amenities my daughter
plunked a container of bottled water down on the check-out

LLC

J OH N S O N ’S A R B O R I C U LT U R E
The important
trees & shrubs
in your landscape . . .
deserve the finest
arboricultural care
& artistry.

TREE & SHRUB CARE
Specializing in Preservation
Aesthetic, health & safety pruning
Cabling/bracing  Removals
Planting  Fertilization/aeration
Tree protection during construction
Woodland paths  Vistas  Shoreland zones
Tree appraisals  Consultations

Nancy Caudle-Johnson
Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist
Maine-licensed  ISA Certified  Insured

SM

SWEET
CORN

AGRICOLA FARMS
Route 17, Union

785-4018

A Country Store & More
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water,
Water,
Everywhere

HOME

&
GARDEN

207-236 -6855
877-TREEKPR

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

es BPA, but the company also makes #2 HDPE bottles in
the same sizes and shapes, so there is a viable nonbreakable alternative.
What price do we pay for water? Tap water is in the range
counter. I quickly looked around to see if anyone was watching and then, seeing that the coast was clear, we paid up and of $.002 per gallon.An average home pitcher filter brings the
price up to $.10 to $.20 per gallon, while bottook our illicit purchase out to the car.
tled water ranges from $.89 to $8.26 per galYes, it’s come to this: last summer we
lon, depending on how fancy it is. The cost
would have groused about not being smart
to the environment has to be factored in as
enough to have brought water with us and
well. When we bought our bottled water last
thus having to pay for it; this year buying
weekend it was from Poland Springs, Maine,
bottled water is akin to a crime against
not France, Norway, or far-off Fiji, so we
humanity. Recent bad press on bottled
didn’t have the guilty burden of the polluwater has revealed that despite names indition caused by the jet fuel used in its transcating sparkling springs or natural lakes,
port added to that of the waste of the petro40 percent of bottled water is tap water
leum used to make the plastic bottle.
— purified, but still tap water.
Many don’t want to drink chlorinated
Add to this news the results of a recent
water or water that might be contaminated
survey done by Maine Organic Farmers
by Georgeanne Davis
by lead from old pipes. Health issues aside,
and Gardeners on pollution in Maine people (find it at www.cleanandhealthyme.org/bodyofevi- why spend $10 a pound or more for good coffee beans or
dence.doc). The study tracked chemicals in 13 Mainers, squeeze organic lemons for lemonade, only to have a faint
who each donated several vials of blood, a lock of hair and flavor of swimming pool ruin your drink? Point-of-use fila urine sample for analysis. One of the chemicals found ters can range from a pitcher that sits on a countertop to
in all of the subjects was Bisphenol A (BPA), used to make self-installing faucet-mount filters or under-sink filters that
reusable plastic water bottles and baby bottles, the lining need some expertise for installation. The pitcher type, such
in metal food cans and dental sealants. BPA is a known as those made by Brita or PUR, give up to 40 gallons of filendocrine disruptor, meaning it disturbs the hormonal mes- tered water before a filter change is required. One disadsaging in our bodies. Synthetic xenoestrogens are linked to vantage of pitchers is that tap water takes about 15 minutes
breast cancer and uterine cancer in women and decreased to filter through. Another is that for some households, an
testosterone levels in men, and they are particularly devas- eight- or ten-cup carafe can’t keep up with the demand
tating to babies and young children. BPA has even been for drinking water, let alone water for cooking. (I don’t
linked to insulin resistance and Type 2 diabetes. In 2006, know what kind of plastic is used in these pitchers, but
Europe banned all products made for children under age 3 would advise checking the recycling number.)
For those needing a larger supply of filtered water, a
containing BPA, and as of December 2006 the city of San
Francisco followed suit. To reduce exposure to BPA, the faucet-mounted water filter is a good way to go. Each filMOFGA study recommends avoiding reusable plastic water ter can deliver anywhere from 50 to 100 gallons of water
before needing replacement. The best ones have a bypass
and baby bottles.
To be certain that you are choosing a bottle that does not feature for switching to unfiltered water for hand and dish
leach BPA, check the recycling symbol on your bottle. If washing, so that the filters last longer.
Store filtered water in the refrigerator in a glass jar or
it is a #2 HDPE (high-density polyethylene), or a #4 LDPE
(low-density polyethylene), or a #5 PP (polypropylene), pitcher. When you’re ready to head out the door, fill a glass
your bottle is fine. The type of plastic bottle in which water or aluminum bottle to take along. If you’ve gone to the trouis most often sold is usually a #1 and is only recommend- ble to make coffee with filtered water and want to take it
ed for one-time use. The flashy and popular Nalgene water along, go one step further and use a glass travel mug or one
bottles are often made of lexan polycarbonate, which leach- with a stainless liner.
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Green Cleaning — Save Money and the Environment

Waldoboro Midcoast
Vacation Home
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• Large Living Room
with Cathedral Ceiling
• Clerestory Windows
• Large Deck
• New Bathroom
• Small Pond

$89,900
Call (207) 542-3277

Here in Maine, industries have worked for years to reduce
or eliminate hazardous chemicals once used to clean things,
such as dirty engine parts. Sometimes it’s a matter of using
less solvent and more scrubbing power or hot water-based
parts washers. But what about the homeowner who wants
to clean up a grimy corner in the kitchen? With food, kids
and pets nearby, you’ll probably want a cleaner that’s nontoxic, non-flammable and environmentally friendly (i.e.,
non-ozone producing and biodegradable).
There are several popular household cleaners that claim
to be green, but the major ingredient in these cleaners is the
chemical butyl cellosolve, a synthetic solvent that is derived
from petroleum, is readily absorbed through the skin, and
can irritate the eyes, nose and skin. It has also been linked
to damage to the reproductive system.
Another popular alternative green cleaner contains terpenes
that are natural solvents extracted from citrus fruit or pine trees.
Terpenes have a strong odor that may be offensive to some
folks. They are also considered volatile organic compounds
that contribute to ozone air pollution and can be flammable.
Soaps made of palm, olive or coconut oil are some of the
mildest and most benign of the green cleaners. These soaps
are traditionally used for washing hair, skin and even teeth,
but they can also be used for household chores. Anyone who
has done much backpacking or backcountry skiing in Maine
will be familiar with Dr. Bronner’s Pure Castile concentrated soap, whose multiple uses come in handy in the wilderness — and at home.
Finally, you may have the fixings for an all-purpose clean-

er and deodorizer right in your kitchen — vinegar and baking soda. Vinegar and water in a spray bottle makes an excellent glass-cleaning alternative to ammonia; use newspaper
instead of paper towels to wipe and you’re recyling too!
Baking soda can be used to scrub sinks and counters and
deodorize cutting boards.
Even natural cleaners may have chemicals that can cause
allergic reactions in some people, so always read the labels.
You also want to make sure that the green cleaner that you
buy was made in an environmentally friendly way. What
good have you done if powerful synthetic solvents were used
to extract the goodness? Do your research. For information
on household products and safer alternatives, see: www.checnet.org and www.householdproducts.nlm.nih.gov/index.htm.
More information for health-minded consumers is now
available with new standards for certification of household cleaners from Green Seal (www.greenseal.org), an
independent nonprofit organization that tests and labels environmentally responsible products!
Some say environmentally friendly cleaners don’t work
as well as the traditional cleaners, but isn’t your health and
our collective back yard worth a little more elbow grease?
This column was submitted by David McCaskill, an environmental engineer with the Maine Department of Environmental Protection. In Our Back Yard is a weekly column
of the Maine DEP. E-mail questions to infodep@maine.gov
or send them to: In Our Back Yard, Maine DEP, 17 State
House Station, Augusta, ME 04333.
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10 Easy Steps to An Eco-Home
— by Judith A. Stock

Living a healthy, environmentally conscious lifestyle gets easier every day. Start
with these 10 simple principles, and turn
your house into a green, energy-efficient,
comfortable home.
1. Plenty of daylight

South-facing windows provide natural daylight, and the sun’s rays help keep rooms
warm in winter. If you want more light, add
insulated windows to the home’s south side
— unless you live in the desert or an extremely hot climate, where more windows could
present heat problems. Shading windows in
summer protects against overheating.
2. Air circulation

Indoor air quality is an essential component of any healthy home. To keep your air
clean, choose cleaning products without toxic chemicals and paints and wood finishes
that are natural and contain few or no volatile
organic compounds (VOCs). Use a wholehouse, integrated air-filtration system with a
HEPA (high-efficiency particulate air) filter.
Use only low-toxic adhesives and plasticfree grout when installing tile. Make sure the
kitchen range hood vents outside (not into
attics or eaves).
3. Compact fluorescent light bulbs

Light bulbs get a big workout. If you can
do just one thing to be more energy efficient,
replace old incandescents with compact fluorescent bulbs (CFLs). Installing one CFL
saves $15 annually, according to the Rocky
Mountain Institute, a nonprofit energy
research group. Multiply that by the number
of lamps and fixtures in your home, and add
up the savings. Some people also prefer lightemitting diodes (LEDs), which can be more
expensive but use very little energy.
4. Energy-conserving building envelope

Most houses leak air. Holes and gaps in
the wall, roof, foundation, doors and windows allow air loss, which results in winter
heat loss and summer heat gain. Tight construction, good insulation and high-performance windows are key. “Weather stripping
and caulking in existing homes can reduce
your energy bill 10 to 25 percent,” said David
Johnston, president of What’s Working, a
green-building consultancy. “Energy prices
will escalate over the next few years, and
insulation is the least expensive insurance
policy you can buy.”
5. Indoor-outdoor connection

Doors that open onto an inviting patio can
extend your living space to the outdoors.
During summer, create shade with a
retractable awning, an umbrella or trees.
“Look at the gifts and challenges that nature
gives you in your own microclimate,” said
Carol Venolia, architect and Natural Home

columnist. “Working with nature is simple,
but we lost touch with that ability when we
became dependent on fossil fuel to heat and
cool our homes.”
6. Water conservation

Low-flow plumbing fixtures keep money
from going down the drain and save substantial amounts of water. Low-flow toilets use
only 1.6 gpf (gallons of water per flush),
whereas older models average 5 gpf. Low-flow
showerheads use 2.5 gpm (gallons per minute)
or less, whereas conventional models use 5
to 8 gpm. Low-flow faucet aerators cut water
usage to as low as 1 gallon per minute.
7. Sustainable landscaping

Rain gardens, ponds, birdbaths and
streams are good for the environment, friendly to the animal world, and soothing and
relaxing for us. Native and drought-resistant
plants require less water and maintenance.
Organic gardening, which uses natural fertilizers and pest-control techniques and
eschews harsh chemicals, is friendly to both
the earth and people.

COMPOST
Blended top quality ingredients—
aged to perfection
(Fall is the ideal time to add compost to your soil)

ALSO
ENRICHED LOAM—CLEAN “PLAYGROUND” WOOD CHIPS
SAND, GRAVEL, CRUSHED STONE
ANY QUANTITY—PROMPT DELIVERY

CHRIST LUMBER PRODUCTS

832-4204

8. Energy-efficient appliances

Buying energy- and water-saving appliances lets you do well by doing good. You
save money on the electric bill and help the
environment. Check out Energy Star labels
on kitchen, laundry and bath appliances and
fixtures. This year, the Department of Energy will update energy-efficiency standards
for all appliances, so watch for even more
efficient products to come onto the market.
9. Renewable energy

Solar, wind, water and geothermal are all
renewable forms of energy, but installing
solar panels or a wind generator may not be
attainable immediately if you have budget
constraints. A great right-now solution is to
buy wind-generated or other renewable power from your local utility — it may be as simple as marking a little box on your energy
bill to sign up. In many areas, it’s not much
more expensive than conventional energy.
Also take a look at solar water heaters, which
can pay for themselves quickly by reducing
energy bills. For information on financial
incentives for installing renewable-energy
systems, check the Database of State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency Web site
at www.DSIREusa.org.
10. Location, location, location

Living close to shopping, recreation and
your workplace reduces your car dependence. “It’s hard to justify a home in the middle of nowhere as a green home,” said Brian
Dunbar, executive director of the Institute for
the Built Environment at Colorado State University. “It matters if you have to get in your
car and drive everywhere.”
© 2007 Ogden Publications Inc.
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How to Paint Your House
(And why you may not want to paint your barn)
— by Steve Maxwell

Since house painting can be a long, drawn-out process,
it’s important to maximize the life of your paint. You can
also choose a simpler route by opting to stain outdoor wood
and allow it to weather naturally.

Why Staining May Be for You
Freshly painted outdoor wood is a beautiful thing. Too bad
it doesn’t last. After five, 10 or 15 years of exposure, siding,
trim and fences need a recharge — that’s just the way it is.
But painting outdoor wood, especially an entire home, can
be a high-stakes game: Do it right and your efforts will endure
two or three times longer than if you cut corners.
To understand the essentials behind a long-lasting outdoor
paint job, you need to recognize the three forces that will
work against you: sunshine, moisture and temperature fluctuations. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation breaks down surface paint
layers, while seasonal expansion and contraction of underlying wood causes paint films to crack. Flaking, bubbling and
peeling follows shortly behind as water sneaks in behind
the paint, breaking its bond to the wood. Getting the most
from an exterior paint depends on thwarting these three forces.
Exterior paints and stains do not enhance the rot resistance
of wood in any meaningful way. In fact, in some cases they
can even trap moisture and promote rot. The fact is that exterior wood finishing is mostly about aesthetics. According to
the University Extension office of Iowa State University, “The
simplest and most economical way of finishing an exterior
wood surface is to allow it to weather naturally. Wood exposed
to the weather will undergo color changes during transition
from the original to the final gray color.”

SUPPLY

Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:30
Sat. 7:00-5:00 • Closed Sun.
Rte. 1 • Wiscasset, ME

207.882.7710

Choosing and Applying Paint
Many still don’t think that today’s best exterior paints are
latex, but it’s true. That’s because much more research and
development has gone into advancing latex paints than oilbased formulations, especially for outdoor use.
In general, the best exterior latex is 100-percent acrylic.
Not all latex formulations are, so read the fine print. Acrylic
paint sticks better and retains the ability to expand and contract with changes in underlying wood — something oilbased paints have never been good at. Adhesion and flexibility translate into a more durable coating that looks better
longer. The best source of current information on exterior
latex paint performance comes from Consumer Reports.
They publish annual results on comparative performance
from brand to brand, and the differences are significant.
When it comes to applying paint, you have several options.
When using latex paint, choose brushes that have synthetic
bristles. These don’t soak up water from the paint like natural bristles do, so they retain the right amount of springiness

Prep Before Painting
Effective preparation for new wood is quite different from
what is required for renewing a previously painted surface.Are
you repainting exterior wood? The presence of toxic lead in
many older paints complicates the prep process on large jobs
to the point where some folks decide to install new siding rather
than repaint. Test kits can tell you for sure if the paint you
have contains lead — just be certain to analyze each layer.
Every outdoor repainting job starts off best with a good
pressure washing. If you find that some paint flakes or bubbles remain, brush them off with a heavy-duty wire wheel
spinning on an angle grinder after the surface has dried.
Although it’s not essential to remove areas of old paint
that are rock solid, you must go back to bare wood in places
where peeling, bubbling and cracking is visible. And where
your pressure washer and wire wheel can’t make this happen, you can soften old paint chemically, then scrape it off,
or soften the paint with heat and scrape. Traditional paintsoftening torches pose a fire hazard and vaporize toxic lead
from paint if it’s heated higher than 1,100 degrees. Standard stripping chemicals, on the other hand, are messy,
expensive and toxic. So what do you do?
Safer chemical strippers are one option, and not only
because they pose a substantially lower health risk than traditional formulations. Newer versions also work better
because most don’t dry out.
Electric heat guns that operate cooler than 1,000 degrees
are claimed to be safe for use with lead paint. A more effective option that operates at an even lower, safer temperature
is an infrared paint stripper. This is a hand-held electric tool
that uses heating elements to warm painted surfaces from a
distance of several inches, softening the paint and making
it easily scrapeable.
With the bad paint gone, what have you found? If there’s rot
and punky wood present, you’ll need to scrape out the soft
stuff, solidify any remaining spongy areas with wood consolidator, then fill the cavities with an epoxy-based wood filler.
Is any of your wood gray and weathered where paint
has been flaked off for a while? That color indicates surface
deterioration caused by UV rays and microbes. Look closely and you’ll see that weathered wood is also fuzzy.
Although this kind of surface is certainly absorbent, it’s not
physically strong. This means that even though finishing
products can soak into old wood, the grip they gain on loose
fibers isn’t sufficient. Sanding is the solution. You’ll find a
random-orbit sander excellent for many areas. A belt sander
is better for wide-open, flat regions.

New Wood Preparation

AMES

tion on all new smooth wood and it causes more premature finish failure than anything else. Paint needs to sink
into open wood pores to deliver maximum working life.
One way to reduce the hassles of sanding new wood is to
also pressure wash before painting. Let pressure-washed
surfaces dry for two or three good days, then sand off the
troublesome fuzz with a random-orbit sander.

Prepping properly before repainting is a lot of work, but
it’s essential and prudent. Just don’t make the mistake of
thinking that prepping new wood is much easier than it is
for old. Once you paint or stain, you’ll need to stick with
some kind of finishing regime.
If you opt to go with paint or traditional wood stain, preparation will greatly extend the life of the coating. And getting rid of something called “mill glaze” is the reason why.
The rapid rotation of planer knives that transforms rough
lumber into smooth boards at the sawmill leaves behind a
legacy of burnished fibers and heat-sealed surface resins
that prevent finishing liquids from penetrating deeply enough
to gain a durable foothold. Mill glaze is a universal condi-

You can use a wire wheel attached to an angle grinder to
remove loose paint. PHOTO BY STEVE MAXWELL

to work well. Rollers beat brushes hands-down for productivity over wide-open areas, but only if you choose the correct
length of fuzziness or “nap” for the job. When it comes time
to apply paint to large areas, one of the least expensive, highoutput methods is an electric paint sprayer. These use an oscillating internal mechanism to propel paint out of the gun tip.
Exterior painting is like a combination lock. You’ve got
to get all the details right for the lock to open. But with the
right information and a commitment to detail, you won’t
need to think about painting again for a long time.

Choose a Stain and Let There Be Grain!
Painting is one thing, but finishing wood so the beauty of
grain patterns show through involves different products,
techniques and maintenance schedules. If you want opaque
colors and are willing to refinish diligently, then paint is for
you. But tired stain looks better than tired paint.
If your wood is new, and you’d like the most refined
appearance possible, then a tinted, transparent film-forming finish is worth a look. Think of it like colored varnish.
It forms a surface coating while adding color that lets wood
grain show through prominently. Just be careful. You’ll definitely need to start by removing mill glaze for best results.
Film-forming products will peel otherwise. The best formulations require renewal every 18 to 36 months on decks,
less often on vertical surfaces.
Soak-in stains (often called “semi-transparent” stains) are
different. They’re well-suited to older wood surfaces where
some weathering and cracking has begun to set in. Stains like
these impart color to the surface (hiding gray color pretty well),
but form no surface film that could peel in time. Most soak-ins
offer a 12- to 48-month lifespan under real-world conditions.
Clear, water-repellent finishes help retain the look of new
wood without imparting much color of their own. They also
need to be reapplied every 12 months. Maintenance usually involves the use of a wood brightener to restore a light,
new-wood color before recoating.
© 2006 by Ogden Publications, Inc.
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Putting Down Roots — With trees, like
houses, its “location, location, location”
— by Tom Roebuck

Knowing when, what, where and how to
plant is essential to a tree’s life span. And if
you want trees in your yard to be assets that
continually appreciate in value, keep these
important tips from the International Society of Arboriculture in mind before, during
and after planting a tree.
• Time of year: The best time to plant trees is
during the dormant season, in the fall after leaf
drop or early spring before bud break. Weather conditions are cool and allow plants to establish roots in the new location before spring rains
and summer heat stimulate new top growth.
• Tree selection: Think right tree, right
place. Believe it or not, many people don’t
take tree growth into consideration when
choosing what species to plant. Think about
how the tree will look 50 years from now
as well as this planting season. Consider its
mature height, width and overall shape
before making your final choice.
• Site selection: Choose a location with the
right soil, space and light conditions for your
tree. Will your tree need shade or sun? Wet soil
or dry? What insects, pollutants, drought conditions or other environmental factors might
affect its long-term viability? Avoid planting
large trees under or near power lines. Also
remember that tree roots spread well beyond
their branches, so pick a planting spot with
plenty of room for underground development.
Proper planting techniques are critical to
the life of a tree. All too often, people make
their first and biggest planting mistake when
they dig the hole that will be their tree’s home.
“Most of a tree’s roots grow horizontally,
so the hole needs to be wide,” said ISA’s Jim
Skiera, executive director of the International Society of Arboriculture.
A good rule of thumb is to dig the hole about
three times the width of the root ball. The depth
of the hole is just as crucial: dig the hole no
deeper than the height of the root ball.
You can enjoy better food and support
local farmers by buying meat, eggs and produce in season. All fruits and vegetables are
more abundant in some seasons than others,
and although not everyone realizes it, the
same is true for meat and eggs. Tremendous
money and effort is expended maintaining
production anti-seasonally, but meat is best
in certain seasons, just as produce is. When
are the deer fattest in your area? Going into
winter. Forage-fattened beef is also best in
the fall. On the other hand, spring is when
chickens lay enough eggs so there will be
extra for raising broilers. Seasonally speaking, it makes sense to eat chicken in the summer and beef in winter.
Of course, produce follows seasonal
cycles, too. Every year, right before frost,
tomatoes rev into high gear and pump out
masses of sweet, gorgeous orbs. But instead
of local folks jumping on this last gift of
summer and canning all the excess for winter, the industry — including the organic
industry — concentrates on how to make
sure fresh tomatoes are on the supermarket
shelves in January, even when that requires
shipping them in from 2,000 miles away. If
all the effort expended to get fresh tomatoes
on supermarket shelves in January in Portland, Maine, was invested into fully utilizing the late August tomato flood, it would

“It’s better to put a $100 tree in a $200 hole
than to put a $200 tree in a $100 hole,” Skiera
said, because a properly prepared planting
hole will help the tree’s root system establish more quickly. “Healthy roots make
healthy trees.”
Robert Smith, arborist for The National
Arbor Day Foundation, said that digging the
hole too deep is a common problem. He recommended checking root depth with a sharp
metal tool; if you can drive the tool an inch
or more into the ground without hitting a
root, the hole is too deep.
Other ISA tips include:
• Loosen the soil around the planting hole
to give tree roots ample room to grow.
• Straighten the tree in the hole before
refilling with soil.
• Fill the hole gently but firmly.
• Mulch the base of the tree — but be careful with the mulch. Smith warned against
“volcano” mulching: creating a mountain of
mulch around the base of the tree that can
provide a warm home for rodents in the winter and trap moisture, leading to fungus.
After planting, keep the soil moist but not
soaked; check soil moisture once a week
(more often in hot weather); and prune sparingly and only when necessary. When watering, Smith said to forgo the hose and sprinkler and use deep-water saturation, where a
stake is driven into the ground near the roots
and water drips slowly into the soil.
The National Arbor Day Foundation’s Web
site has a useful tool, the Tree Wizard, to help
you decide which trees to plant. Enter the
ZIP code, the type of tree desired (evergreen,
flowering, shade, etc.), soil type, sun exposure, size and growth rate, and the Wizard
will offer suggestions based on the information provided.
If in doubt about your tree’s health, contact a certified arborist in your area for help.
© Copley News Service

revolutionize our food
system.
Let me describe what’s
routine in my family —
and also was for most people until a couple of
decades ago. First, we
have a couple of chest
freezers. These are primarily for meat and poultry,
and because I can’t live
without ice cream. We
also freeze quarts of
blackberries and strawberries, which keeps them
from getting mushy. When
corn is in season, we cut it
off the cob and freeze it on
cookie sheets, then crumple it into plastic bags.
When we need some, we
just open the bag in the
freezer and scoop out
what we want.
We also have a pantry.
We can about 600 to 800
quarts of food per year —
with modern pressure
canners it doesn’t take that long and, once
sealed, storing this food requires no energy. When tomatoes are rolling in from the

Eat in Sync
with the
Seasons
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Outdoor
Fireplaces
Outdoor Grills
Stone & Brick
Veneer
Walkways
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garden, we make juice
and can tomatoes. We also
make salsa, ketchup and
tomato paste.
Our basement serves as
a root cellar for fall vegetables and root crops. In
November, the basement
is full of butternut squash,
sweet potatoes, white
potatoes and cushaw
squash. We lay mulch
over late carrots in the
garden and they become
sweeter and sweeter as
winter progresses. Whenever we want some, we
get a handful fresh out of
the ground.
There’s a simple way to
synchronize your eating
with seasons and availability. Make a list of products
available in your region
and note the normal harvest months for each.
Then, preserve abundant
food for when it’s in short

supply. Here are a few more tips for getting
started:
• Visit the local farmers’ market, and while
you’re shopping, ask about hard-to-find
items. They may know producers who sell
things you can’t get at the market.
• If you don’t already have a chest freezer, get one. You’ll be able to store much
more food.
• Find books about food preservation and
learn more about dehydrating, canning, pickling and smoking. Play with different techniques — it can be a lot of fun.
• If you’re a reluctant cook, try sitting
down on a Sunday afternoon and making
out a menu for each day of the week. Planning ahead takes the fear out of the process.
It also reduces the temptation to panic and
buy frozen pizza.
• Ask a local farmer what he or she routinely has in excess, and then buy and use
it. He or she will love you for it, and if you
buy in bulk you can get wonderful fresh food
at a lower cost.
Adapted from Holy Cows and Hog Heaven: The Food Buyer’s Guide to Farm
Friendly Food by Joel Salatin© 2006 by
Ogden Publications, Inc.
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Offering a full spectrum of retirement living choices, from New England-style
cottages and apartments to long-term care suites — close to Camden’s harbor,
mountains, and diverse year-round activities.

member of Pen Bay Healthcare

30 Community Dr., Camden, ME 04843
207-230-6116 • www.quarryhill.org
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Oil Is High,
Funds Are Low,
Time For the Old
Heating System to
Go!
CALL US FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE

207-563-5147

24 Hour
Service

Easy Access
Secure Building
Climate Controlled
596-5994 1-877-596-5994

BOAT • RV • CAR
LEISURE MAINE STORAGE
storage@leisuremaine.com

Rte. 90, Rockland

~SERVING MAINE FAMILIES FOR OVER 50 YEARS!~
When Making the
Biggest Purchase
of Your Life,

Ralph’s Homes

EXPERIENCE
DOES MATTER!

“Top of the Hill”
Route One, Waldoboro
1-800-675-2036
832-2036
www.ralphshomes.com
e-mail: ralphome@midcoast.com
Pennwest, Ritz-Craft, Oxford, Titan, Redman,
Pleasant Valley & Pine Grove

Thousands of
Satisfied Customers!

IN HISTORIC WALDOBORO VILLAGE

SALVAGE BY DESIGN
• Doors & Hardware
• Architectural House Parts
• Unique Home Decor
• Plumbing Fixtures
• Glass & Stone
“We Buy & Sell Salvage”
29 FRIENDSHIP ST.,WALDOBORO
832-6390 • TUES.-FRI. 10-5, SAT. 10-3

FRESH NATIVE
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
& FRESH CUT FLOWERS
Weskeag Farms
594-4445 ✷ Open 7 Days a Week
Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston. 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1
✷ look for the greenhouses ✷

Refinishing the wood is an
easy do-it-yourself job

Clear the Decks

— by Chandra Orr

Make that old deck shine like new with a simple pressure
wash, a quick sanding and a fresh finish.
Whether your deck is covered or open to the elements,
whether it’s a simple pavilion or a grand promenade, like any
outdoor wooden structure, it requires regular, annual care.
A clean coat of wood stain will help extend the life of
your deck and dramatically improve your home’s curb
appeal.
“Your deck is an investment,” said Mike Goldstein, a paint
company senior brand manager. “By staining it every year,
you’re protecting your investment.You’re protecting the wood
from the outside elements.”
At the most, homeowners should only wait two years. Like
any aspect of the home, the more time between routine maintenance, the greater the risk for permanent damage.
“If you go several years without treating your deck, the
stain will wear off, allowing moisture in,” Goldstein said.
“Once moisture gets into the wood, it opens up the possibility of warping, damage and eventual dry rot.”
The first step to a new finish is to take off the old one.
A quick power washing will strip off old paints and stains,
taking the wood back to its original state. With diligent work,
homeowners can have the job done in just a few hours.
A good power washer can be had for about $150, and it’s
an investment well spent. When the deck is done, power
washers can be used to clean aluminum siding, cars, barbecue grills and cement. Several of the larger home improvement retailers also rent equipment.
Look for newer models capable of covering larger surface areas with each pass. The higher the psi (pounds per
square inch), the more forcefully it will clean. It takes some
practice to get a feel for each power washer’s capabilities.
Spray too far from the wood and it could take you hours to
get all the paint off. Spray too close and you risk splintering the wood, which will then require sanding.
“A lot of times you can eliminate the sanding by being
really careful with the power washer,” Goldstein said. “You
want to keep the wand about 8 to 12 inches away from the
wood, but you have to go by feel.”
Let the deck dry out between power washing and staining. A week without rain should do it.
“You want to wait a good seven days of dry weather

before you seal the wood, or you could get moisture caught
inside the wood,” Goldstein said.
Once the wood dries, check for splinters and rough spots.
A quick hand sanding will clean up any uneven patches. For
larger jobs, a light belt sander will work.
Deck stains come in a range of hues. Clear finishes and
semi-transparent hues allow the natural wood grain to show
through. Opaque stains provide more color and coverage.
“The clear and semitransparent stains are very popular,”
Goldstein said. “They offer a more realistic look. They bring
out the natural look of the wood. They don’t cover up the
beauty of the wood grain.”
Homeowners can choose from water-based stains or oilbased stains. Water-based stains offer easy clean-up, but it
comes down to personal preference.
Apply the stain with a roller brush, using a gentle backand-forth motion. This will force the stain into the wood
pores, ensuring that the natural grain shows through.
“Make sure the stain spreads uniformly so you get an even
look,” Goldstein said. “Work your way out from the back
of the deck to the steps, and work in small sections to make
sure you get proper coverage.”
Some stains may require a second coat to get a deep finish,
but with any luck, homeowners will have the project completed in a few hours — just be sure to allow proper drying time.
© Copley News Service

Check It Out
Home inspection makes sense for buyers and sellers
— Vicky Katz Whitaker

The price is right, the neighborhood desirable and the
house perfect. But before you plunk down money on that
resale, think with your head instead of your heart and hire
a home inspector. Otherwise, your dream home could
become your worst nightmare.
Today, wise buyers make the purchase of a home contingent on a satisfactory whole-house inspection. That allows
them to pull out of the deal if the inspection turns up serious
defects too costly to repair. Savvy sellers tap the skills of
home inspectors, too. By uncovering problems beforehand,
they can correct them before the house goes on the market.
“A home inspector has the ability to see the forest through
the trees,” says Frank Lesh, president of the 6,000-member
American Society of Home Inspectors, North America’s
largest association of professional home inspectors. “While
the home buyer is envisioning how much fun the children
are going to have playing in the new house, the home inspector is reporting on potentially unsafe conditions,” Lesh notes.
Although there are several thousand home inspectors operating either independently, through a franchise or as part of
a large company, not every state requires them to be licensed,
even those with tough seller disclosure laws. Housing inspectors do not need licenses in California, Colorado, Delaware,
Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, Ohio, Utah, Vermont or Wyoming.
Most licensed professionals are affiliated with one or more
professional organizations like ASHI or the National Society
of Home Inspectors, which provide standardized testing,
codes of ethics and courses
that keep members abreast of
new materials and construction standards. Whole-house
inspections usually cost $200
to $600 depending on location. If you’ve agreed to buy
or sell a house, the inspection
may have to be completed
within a narrow time frame
specifiedinthesales contract.
National home inspector
organizations like ASHI can
provideyouwiththenamesof
members in your area, either
via the Web (www.ashi.org)
orbyphone.NAHI’sWebsite
(www.nahi.org)alsoprovides

current state-by-state licensing information.
Though buyers often depend on their real estate agents to
direct them to local home inspectors, that’s not always prudent.
Since agents have a vested interest in seeing the sale go through,
you may not get the names of tough inspectors for fear they
could kill the deal. Before you retain a home inspector, ask
for recommendations from friends or business associates.
Whether you’re buying or selling, plan to be on hand
for the inspection, which could last a few hours. That way,
you’ll have an opportunity to see and get advice on solving
any of the problems that are uncovered.
Expect the inspector to look for damaged or decayed roofing, poor drainage, electrical hazards, rotted wood, additions or alterations not up to code, unsafe fireplaces or chimneys, non-working air-handling systems, faulty water
heaters, gas heaters that need maintenance or repair, foundation cracks and garage fire-wall violations. The condition
of appliances, faucets, insulation, doors, windows, sidewalks and driveways, and concrete floors should also be part
of the inspection package. A comprehensive written report
should be in your hands well before the closing. A termite
inspection is usually handled separately.
If you own the house, make sure the inspector gets total
access. That may mean clearing out the attic and garage as
well as unblocking entrances to crawl spaces. Utilities should
be turned on, electric panels put within easy reach, and sinks,
showers, tubs and kitchen appliances made free of personal or stored items. If you have pets, either secure them or
temporarily move them elsewhere.
© Copley News Service
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GRINDLE BUILDERS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

ROCK • MAPLE • REALTY

785-2000

• Siding

• Kitchen & Baths

295 Common Road • “On the Common”
P.O. Box 710 • Union, Maine 04862

Visit Us at RockMapleRlty.com • e-mail: rockmapl@midcoast.com

• Flooring

FULLY INSURED
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Specializing in Country Property Since 1974

• Custom Homes • Renovations
• Garages
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NEW LISTING!

NEW LISTING!

UNION - The look and feel of a classic rambling
Maine farmhouse with the efficiency and amenities of a new home! Upscale stainless and granite
kitchen, 24 x 36 family room w/gas fireplace,
Jacuzzi tub, 3-car garage, much more, all on 11
serene acres. $575,000

UNION - 1830 hillside farmhouse with views to
the south and east. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large
family room and kitchen loaded with cabinets.
Room for expansion on 2nd and 3rd floor. Large
yard, 2-car attached garage and outbuilding add
to the value of this property. $155,000

UNION – Seven Tree Pond - Quaint cottage in
good condition on high ground 50 ft. from shore.
Property has 130 feet of WF and a 180 degree
view of lake. Sauna, garden shed, recent roof
and freshly painted. $225,000

WASHINGTON POND - Lakefront cottage on UNION - Newer barn-style home on Overlock
large level lot with 98' of water frontage. Dock Hill. Large shop/garage area. Potential views from
and small beach. Two 1st floor bedrooms/ 1.5 5-acre lot. $269,500
baths and spacious open 2nd floor. 2 car garage
with unfinished apartment above. Hookups for an
RV in back yard. $300,000

UNION - Cape style home in a very private,
quiet location on a dead end street. Sits well back
from the road in a nice clearing. 3 bdrms, 1.5
baths. $215,000. Also available with 13.85 acres
for $249,000

grindlebuilder@tidewater.net

785-2018

15 Bunker Hill Road, Jefferson
207-549-5657
www.BlackDuckRealty.com

WARREN - Rural 2.34+/- acre wooded house lot.
Mobile homes and modulars welcome. Come build on
one of the most affordable lots in Knox County. $37,500

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

JEFFERSON - 100' on the Sheepscot River and 400'
deep, this lot is just waiting for your cottage. At the end
of the road, it is just the place to get away from it all.
$30,000

REDUCED!

REDUCED!

JEFFERSON - Waterfront or water access – which do you
prefer? 6+/- wooded acres with 50' access $74,000 OR
2.9+/- acres with 475' of frontage $174,000. There is a
larger lot also available.

JEFFERSON - 40.5+/- acre lot with the driveway in,
high and dry with possible views of Dyer Long Pond.
Several possible building spots and enough firewood for
a lifetime. $150,000

HOPE - Lots of room in this large home in a
quiet location. Beautiful views from the backyard. Apartment or studio above the attached,
oversized 2-car garage. Also a detached
barn/workshop. $249,500

UNION - Charming home accommodating many
needs. Expansive living space for a large family
and/or home office, business, or inlaw apartment.
Has oak kitchen, bath with Jacuzzi/hot tub, finished walkout basement, play loft in children’s
rooms; huge two-car garage. $229,000

UNION - The historic Rufus Gilmore House at
the head of idyllic Union Common, suited for
either commercial or residential use. The building is in the final stages of a complete and very
tasteful restoration. $295,000

LEO CONSTRUCTION
Abel Property Management
Waldoboro

832-7772
Security Checks
Seasonal Tasks
Emergency Repairs

House Inspections
Construction Mgmt.
Alarm Response

www.abelpropertymanagement.com

Part guardian angel, part watchdog,
Always acting in your best interest.
Caretaking Services Available from Camden to New Harbor and in-Between

A REALLY BIG IDEA FROM
SHORELINE HOMES!
For Those Who
WANT MORE…
• Bigger Floor Plans
• Crown Moldings
• Merilatt Cherry
Cabinets
• Moen Plumbing
Fixtures

Bennington Designer Ranch Home

3,104 total sq. ft.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
RENOVATIONS
CUSTOM WORK

LEO CONSTRUCTION INC.

New England Homes
Come Complete.

“Building your dreams since 1989”

Ask BOB BIRD for
More Information!

354-3600
Visit Our Home Site
U.S. Route 1
Thomaston

Shoreline
Home Sales

visit us online: shorelinehomesales.net

Winner
Best of the Best

594-1966

CARPENTRY

417 Main St. • Rockland
On the Web: www.leobuilders.com
Email: leobuilders@adelphia.net
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Leading you home.
20 Old Cove Road, Matinicus Island, Maine Matinicus Island is 2 mi. long & 1 mi. wide, 22
miles out in the ocean; it’s our most seaward
island. This property has 2.6 acres, 346' frontage,
pebble beach, privacy. 2BR house has views, views,
views!! A unique opportunity to own part of a magical island. Reduced to $885,000 MLS #775890

Jeannine K. Lee,
REALTOR

Classic cottage-style home with exceptional waterfront and
stunning views. Comfortable sunny home features 3 bedrooms, two baths, sunroom, master suite with woodstove
and soaking tub, two-car garage, possible in-law apt. and its
own pond. A Must See! $795,000 MLS #818939

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech St., Rockland

Karen Anderson, REALTOR
Sharon E. Tucker, REALTOR

Call: 596-0352, 542-6938 cell
E-Mail: jklee@jaretcohn.com

Carole Leporati, REALTOR

®

®

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech St., Rockland
Call Karen at 691-0315
or
Sharon at 272-7100

Newly constructed condominiums with open sunny floor
plan, top-of-the-line appliances, granite, hardwood
floors w/radiant heat, main floor master suite and much
more. Across from Chickawaukie Lake in beautiful
country setting only minutes to downtown and Rockland
Harbor. Enjoy the Farnsworth Art Museum, The Strand
Theatre, Maine Lighthouse Museum, downtown shops
and restaurants. Models OPEN Sunday 1-3 PM
MLS #843747 $295,000

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech Street
Rockland
596-0352 - office
691-6575 - cell
SAINT GEORGE:
Charming home with
4-season sunroom,
detached, heated garage/
workshop with a second
story for potential studio,
office or guest quarters.
Close to the village of
Tenants Harbor and Port
Clyde. MLS # 843894
$188,900

Elegant 9-room Federal, nicely situated on 5.75 acres,
offering 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen, with fireplace, wood
floors, lovely period woodwork, newer furnace, attached
heated workshop, detached 2 bay garage, shed and wonderful mature gardens. $249,000 MLS #861592

Carole Wright,
BROKER

20 Neva Way, Saint George - Cottage-style two-bedroom year-round home just steps to the ocean. Walk
the beach, kayak, swim or just enjoy the tranquility
of Clark Island. MLS #860140 $239,000

Karen Anderson, REALTOR
Sharon E. Tucker, REALTOR
®

®

596-0352, ext. 117
691-7259 cell

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech St., Rockland

Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech Street • Rockland
cwright@jaretcohn.com

Call Karen at 691-0315
or
Sharon at 272-7100

220 Broadway
Rockland,
Maine
Charming, intown Cape with 3
bedrooms, 1.5
baths and a 1-car
garage with automatic door opener.
This home features a professionally landscaped yard, many original
features, a working fireplace and a 3-season sun porch
overlooking the back yard. MLS #846792 $219,900

at Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech St., Rockland
Steve/Amy
Rebekah

975-9330 • 660-8051
We Create Raving Fans...One Satisfied Client At A Time!

Susan Smith-Riedel, REALTOR
Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech Street • Rockland
596-0352 - office
441-7471 - cell
Ellen Bunker

Cindy Laurila

Keeping Life Simple
When
Buying
or
Selling
Your
Home
What’s important
to you...
is important to me

Dyer Realty Group

WARREN:
30 acres of quiet serenity, yet convenient to all.
Perfect setting for your
dream home, family
compound or retreat.
MLS #813342
$105,000

Move right into this open and spacious 4-bedroom,
2-bath home. High ceilings, large deck and balconies
are just a few of its features!
Price: $159,900 MLS #848589

Call Pam Gushee
596-0352, ext. 119 or cell 542-3737
pgushee@jaretcohn.com

Victoria W. Condon,
ASSOCIATE BROKER, EPRO
Jaret & Cohn Real Estate
5 Beech St. • Rockland
596-0352, ext. 220
cell: 542-5136

=
5 Beech Street, Rockland

www.jaretcohn.com >> Visit our site for the latest listings.

Fax: 207-596-7859
E-mail: vcondon@jaretcohn.com
Website: www.VictoriaCondon.com

=

